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Figure 1 HEIR’s Observatory 

We are thrilled to share that the past three months have been a period of great productivity 
and excitement for HEIR. The HEIR platform's final solution was successfully deployed in all 
four pilots, marking a significant milestone for our project. We have also been actively 
engaging with a broader audience through various events and presentations, sharing our 
results and progress with the public. 

We are immensely proud of what we have accomplished thus far and remain committed to 
continuing our journey. As we enter the project’s final months, our focus now shifts to 
validating the results and demonstrating their impact. We have executed four training and 
information days in all HEIR’s Pilots to accomplish this. 

Furthermore, in order to develop a robust dissemination and exploitation strategy, we 
collaborated with the Horizon Results Booster team. 

We recognize that the final year of any project is critical to its success, and we are 
determined to deliver a solution that will significantly improve healthcare delivery across 
Europe. We invite you to stay tuned for further updates by following us on our social media 
channels. Together, let's continue building a better healthcare system for all. 

Plenary Meetings 

In the 3 months since our last Newsletter, HEIR organized the 
following project meetings: 

• 8th Plenary Meeting,  

• Consortium meetings 

 

 

Training and Information Days 

HEIR held four training and information days for each of its pilots, with the goal of providing training on the HEIR solution to both IT 
and non-IT professionals in healthcare organizations.  

The events were also an opportunity for the HEIR team to present cybersecurity best practices and concerns specific to the healthcare 
sector to non-IT experts.  

 



 

Events / Workshops 

1st INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP ON SAFEGUARDING CYBERSECURITY IN 
HEALTHCARE (SCENE 2023)  

With the support of the EU-funded projects AI4HealthSec (https://www.ai4healthsec.eu/)and 
SMART-BEAR (https://www.smart-bear.eu/), HEIR organised SCENE 2023.  

 

CYBER SECURITY CHALLENGES IN HEALTHCARE ENVIRONMENTS (Webinar) 

With the collaboration of the Horizon Results Booster’s team, HEIR organized a Joint 
Cybersecurity Webinar in Healthcare. The webinar was supported by the EU-funded 
projects HEIR, AERAS, AI4HealthSec and SMART-BEAR.  

Other Events 

The HEIR team actively participated in the following events: 

• FIC 2023 

• Diabetes Forum 2023 

 

Blogposts 

HEIR, in order to share knowledge and information with a larger audience and share, published the following blog posts: 

• HEIR’s 1st Layer GUI 

• Observatory 

• HEIR’s UK Pilot 

The blog posts are available on HEIR’s website (https://heir2020.eu/blog/). 

Videos  

We have created a series of demo videos to assist our audience in understanding the HEIR solution. These videos can be found on our 
YouTube channel and are as follows: 

• Threat Hunting Module - Overview 

• Threat Hunting Module - Technical demo 

• HEIR Observatory & Global RAMA Score calculator 

• Privacy-Aware Framework - Overview 

• Privacy-Aware Framework - Technical demo 

• Anomaly Detection Module - Technical video 

Find more: https://www.youtube.com/@HEIRH 
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